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If you've ever wanted to create fantastic scrapbook pages faster than takes your husband to

disappear at kids bath time...while saving time and expressing your personality...then you will love

this scrapbooking book.I totally enjoyed the easy to follow sketches for single or multiple picture

pages. When you need a little inspiration to get you started this book is packed full of ideas for all

levels of scrapbooking. Plenty of ideas for one, two, three, four or more pictures on a page." - 

ReviewI've written this book after years of frustration scrapbooking myself, inside you will discover

how to:Â *Spend more time expressing yourself, rather than chewing up your creative mojo deciding

where to place each embellishment and elements on the page.Â *Use the same sketch over and

over by simply rotating the sketch or changing your photos and the scrapbooking supplies you use.

(No two pages will be ever alike).Â *Suitable for traditional and digital scrapbookers.Â *These

sketches were made for square layouts of any size including 12 x12, 8 x 8 and 6 x 6, giving you the

flexibility to use them for any project you want.Â *Anyone can start using these sketches

immediately, even if you have never created a page before.Here are 404 of the best sketches into

easy-to-find organized sections including sketches for one photo, two photos, three photos and four

+ photos.Scroll up and click on "Buy Now" to deliver almost instantly to your Kindle or other reading

device!â€ƒ
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This book has become my reference guide of choice whenever I get "stuck" trying to figure out how

to get all the photos together on a page together without cluttering the look of the finished product. I

especially appreciate the way the sketches are grouped by the number of photos that appear on the

pages - it saves having to hunt through the book for the appropriate section. It's saved me a few

times when I've gotten "scrapbooker's block" - either finding myself in a rut by duplicating the same

format over and over, or needing a good idea to group an odd assortment of photos together into a

cohesive look.

I totally enjoyed the easy to follow sketches for single or multiple picture pages. When you need a

little inspiration to get you started this book is packed full of ideas for all levels of scrapbooking.

Plenty of ideas for one, two, three, four or more pictures on a page.

While I really do like this book and would recommend it, I think I would rather have the physical

version vs the electronic version. But that is personal preference--I like to tag/bookmark/flip through

my craft books. I don't see myself puling out my Kindle in the middle of a crafting session to get

inspired. But the book itself is full of great tips and good sketches to use.

It is great to have some sketches for scrapbooking for instant inspiration without having to tote

around a book...(like I don't already tote around plenty of stuff when I'm scrapbooking!). Easy, and

efficient. I like they way they are categorized by number of photos.

actually disappointed. I had hoped to find pictures of layouts. These were just pages showing how

to make various layouts, not with pictures to illustrate. However, the title says "sketches" so I should

have paid more attention!~

Excellent book. I have been able to use the sketchesFor my greeting cards. This book has been

very useful.

I was very happy to pay for your book ...it is absolutely fantastic. I cannot wait to really get stuck in

to my photos with these sketches. I can see a lot of time and effort has gone into the book! Look



forward to exciting scrapping times ahead.

This is definitely a welcome addition to my scrapbooking supplies. The large selection of easy to

follow sketches are geared toward scrapbookers of all skill levels and are a great resource when

looking for ideas to create pages that don't look cluttered or are just duplicates of all previous

layouts. Would certainly buy any further sketch books by this author.
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